**Context-specific Project Support**
A collaborative effort between your School’s Associate Dean Teaching and Learning and the Centre for Learning and Teaching to plan strategic and measurable project-based support.

**On-to-one Expert Support**
Personalised, short and targeted at-the-elbow support is available via booking or by visiting designated drop-in sessions located within your School.

**Peer-led Connection**
School champions are given early access to training and software. Forming a good understanding of the possibilities and challenges for their own School, they communicate any feedback, issues, questions or concerns that may arise.

**General Workshops**
A series of one-hour workshops covering the main uses and workflows. These are offered in both face-to-face and online modes.

**Self-Access Resources**
A library of self-directed, online resources to support staff in their planning and use of the technology. Includes; screencasts, printable guides, self-paced training modules, user story showcases and curated links to external resources.